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1.

Introduction

In the communication system, communication channels are subject to channel noise during the transmission
from the source to a receiver, and thus errors are introduced to the transmission data. The error correction
techniques add redundancy data to the message to detect such errors, while error correction enables the
reconstruction of the original corrupted data. The code rate is the ratio of the original data length and the
transmitted data length, which usually switches based on the channel environment. However, in the dynamic
channel environment, the frequent switches of the code rates cause a considerable transmission delay.
Therefore, the objective of this research is to balance the transmission time and performance.
Therefore, we propose a code rate control algorithm based on RL in this research. The main idea is to
optimize the average transmission rate by decreasing the number of switching times of code rate at a required
performance level, that is, to maintain a constant code rate at a specific transmission time. The problem is how
to find the optimal constant code rate in the dynamic environment.
First, we define a Markov decision process (MDP) model for the transmission model. Then, to get the
optimal code rate, we use supervised learning to train a specific code rate selection Q-table, representing the
expectation of the future reward for performing a code rate under a particular state. Then, a reinforcement
learning algorithm is developed to find the optimal selection of coding rate. Eventually, the simulation result
shows that the proposed code rate selection algorithm significantly improved the average transmission rate in
a dynamic environment.
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dynamic channel model.
The agent aims to provide an optimal code rate to the environment. Supervised learning is applied to learn
a Q-table on the defined MDP model. In training, the environment part first feedbacks a reward to the agent
for each transmission based on the block error and code rates. Then, the agent applies the proposed
reinforcement learning algorithm to efficiently update the policy to provide optimum code rate selection under
the current environment. The learned Q-table represents the future reward's expectation for performing a code
rate under a particular state, which shows the optimal code rate selection to cope with the dynamic environment.
After training, based on the Q-table, the agent controls the code rate of the transmission part under the
current transmission environment. The encoder switches the code rate and sends the codeword to the channel
and decoder after receiving the new code rate from the agent.
3.

Simulation results

The LDPC code [1] with a codelength of bits is used for error correction in the communication system. In
the training proceeding, 12000 blocks LDPC codewords are transmitted for training. After training, 10000
blocks LDPC codewords are transmitted for evaluating the performance. Let the transmission time per block
be 1 ms. The code rate switch costs 5 or 10 ms.
between
rate control
and without
RL.Without RL
Table 1 The comparison
With
RL codeWithout
RL with RLWith
RL
Code rate switch cost (ms)
5 Without RL
With RL
With RL 10 Without RL
Code
rate
switch
cost
(ms)
10
5
Number of switch time
5020
22762
5020
22762
Numbertime
of switch
time
5020
22762
5020
22762
Switch
delay (ms)
25100
113810
50200
227620
Switch
time delaytime
(ms)(ms)
25100
113810
50200
227620
total
transmission
125100
213810
150200
327620
total transmission
time
(ms)
125100
213810
150200
327620
average
transmission
rate
(ms)
609
377
504
246
average transmission rate (ms)
609
377
504
246
Table 1: The comparison between code rate control with RL and without RL.
Table 1 shows the number of block switches, total transmission time, and average transmission rates using
the leaned Q-table. For comparison, the scheme results without using a Q-table are also shown. The table
shows that the time delay obtained by using the Q-table is much smaller than without using Q-table. Therefore,
the code rate switching algorithm can avoid frequent and quick switching of the code rate for the wireless
communication system in the same period. Furthermore, the average transmission rate obtained using the Qtable is much larger than without Q-table. Therefore, we have that the proposed code rate switching algorithm
can significantly improve the average transmission rate.
4.

Conclusions

We proposed a code rate control algorithm based on RL in the dynamic channel environment to balance
the transmission time and performance. The proposed code rate switching algorithm based on the training Qtable can significantly improve the average transmission rate.
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